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Homely detail on a thick coat of paint 
 
For at least ten years, Mathieu Cherkit has painted nothing other than his immediate 
surroundings: his house. That sounds boring, because how long can your kitchen, your stairs, 
your hall actually charm? For a long time, Cherkit proves. 
 
For years Cherkit painted the messy family house in Saint-Cloud (Paris) and made at least 190 
paintings. The artist recently moved, so that's pretty newsworthy for the followers of his work. 
He first painted the new house himself - would he have painted the radiator in the kitchen 
bright orange because of his painting? - and then a new series of paintings started. A selection 
of these can now be seen at gallery Albada Jelgersma. 
 
It is a big change that there is less mess in this new house, but otherwise Cherkit is consistently 
sticking to its working method. First he applies thick layers of paint to the canvas. If you study 
the side, you will see the big bottom layers; black, green, blue. 
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Just one detail  
 
When Cherkit has filled the painting completely, he paints something from his house. A corner 
of the living room, a view from his studio, the window of the kitchen. Sometimes you might 
doubt what era this interior comes from, it seems so timeless, until a printer or a Nespresso 
machine brings you back into the now. 
 
Wittily enough, he also paints the protruding parts of those thick undercoats; the melon on the 
kitchen table therefore seems to stick out of the painting. 
 
Although the paint is thick, his paintings have relatively little relief except for the unsteady paint 
cracks and wrinkles in certain places due to drying. Cherkit loves that unpredictability. 
 
His own preferences are equally inimitable, so you have to look two, four, six times to see how 
the painting works. After all, it is not about depicting his house, but about making a painting 
about composition, color, and paint. 
 
He throws perspectives on the canvas, that makes you dizzy. He adds colors and shapes. A dull 
dark part at the back of the hall thus becomes a sparkling geometric-abstract corner. 
 
When that painting fell over and landed on some paint brushes, he turned necessity into a 
virtue and painted a stick on the black blob: in the painting, too, there is now a brush on the 
floor. That nonchalance is nice. 
 
Cherkit may impose a restriction when it comes to choice of subject, but within those 
frameworks, his work exudes freedom. 


